YARDI COROM

One integrated
platform for all your
corporate lease
management needs
Yardi Corom is a simple yet comprehensive solution
for occupancy, lease, accounting and transaction
management for corporate occupiers. Leverage an
easy-to-use application that helps you spend more
time doing the job than learning the software.

yardicorom.com

INCRE ASE TR ANSPARENC Y
Centralize your lease data and gain
actionable insights into your portfolio via
dashboards and customizable reports.

ENHANCE EMPLOY EE
E XPERIENCE
Provide employees with flexible
workspaces, ensure their safety
and manage facilities with ease.

ENSURE COMPLIANCE
Accurately calculate and report financials
compliant with FASB/IFRS via an endto-end enterprise accounting solution.

F E AT U R E S

YARDI COROM

TR ANSACTION MANAGE ME NT

Track your deal pipeline, perform
side-by-side analysis, collaborate
with brokers and internal
decision makers and simplify
task management.

LE ASE MANAGE ME NT
& ACCOUNTING

Manage your real estate
and equipment leases,
gain performance insights
and customize reports and
notifications. Comply with
FASB/IFRS reporting
requirements with ease.

O C C U PA N C Y M A N AG E M E N T

Provide a mobile app for
easy space reservation and
check-in. Analyze occupancy
metrics, reconfigure spaces
and improve utilization.

FACILITIE S M A N AGE ME NT

E X T E N S I V E I N T E G R AT I O N

CUSTOM REPORTING

Run preventive maintenance,
track work requests
and scheduling with
management-level oversight
across all your leases.

Interface with over 250
other corporate software
solutions without hassle.

Use a no-code solution to
create branded custom
reports for detailed metrics
and visualization, as well
as a comprehensive set
of built-in reports.
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